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Address Reply to, 

POST OFFICE BOX 767 *CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60690 

Dr. Peter A. Morris, Director 
Division of Reactor Licensing 
U.S. Atomic Energt -Commission 
.Washington, D.C. 20~45 

October 19, 1970 

Subject: Additional information relative to 
Provisional Operating License DPR-19 
for Dresden Unit 2, AEC Dkt 50-237 

Dear Dr. Morris: 

The purpose of this letter is to inform you that we will be 
sectioning approximately 16 Dre~den Unit 2 fuel rods prior to shipment 
to General Electric Company's Vallecitos Laboratory for examination. 
Shipment of the fuel rods without sectioning is not possible at this 
time because a suitable fuel shipping cask is not available. 

The rods to be sectioned are from fuel assemblies which were 
removed from Dresden Unit 2 during the outage following the incident 
of June 5, 1970. The sectioning will be done in the Dresden Unit 2 
spent fuel storage pool following reviewed and approved procedures •. 

Examination of the sectioned fuel rods is part of our con
tinuing surveillance program of Dresden Unit 2 fuel. We are particu
larly interested in examining these rods at this time in hopes of 
obtaining additional information relative to· the Dresden Unit 2 
unexplaine~ fuel failures. A progress report on this subject has 
already been submitted to the. AEC with our letter of July 31, 1970. 

Attached hereto is Exhibit I which presents the Procedures 
and the Safety Evaluation for· sectioning the Dresden Unit 2 fuel rods. 

In addition to three signed originals, 19 additional copies 
of this information are also submitted. 

SUBSCffIBED and S~,0~ to 
beforZJ~. ~1 day 
of ) , 1970. 

Very truly yours, 

~~.~1 
Assistant to the President 
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PROCE.E AND SAFETY EVALUAT~ON .R 

SECTIONING OF DRESDEN 2 FUEL RODS 

I. GENERAL 
Regulatory File Cy.·· 
- Racetved w;Ltr Datoo /O-lf-J:() 

Dresden 2 fuel ~ods selected for return to General Electri~ for 
metallurgical evaluation will be shipped in the General Electric 
~odel 700 cask which has been authorized for fuel handling and ~ 
tr~nsporting via SNM License 9'60, Amendment 71-46, and DOT Special 
Permit #5942. The available internal length of this cask.with 
extension requires that the rods be cut into a~proximately 40 inch 
segments. Prior to sectioning,· the rods are evacuated of fission 
gas 'by puncturing the rods in the plenum, ar,e~ and· allowing the 
gases to flow into a pre-evacuated stainless steel sample bottle 
vacuum tank. The f~eled.portion.of the rod hangs below the punc
ture head, and.the operation of .the punctrire devi~e .is the same 
r~g~rdless of the length of the rod bein~ punctured. It is pro
posed that the gas sampling and rod shearing equipment be placed 
along the east wall of the Dresden,2 fuel pool and ~outh of_ the 
south stripper. ' 

II; FUEL ROD REMOVAL FROM BUNDLE 
.. -- - - . -

The rods ·selected for shipment back to General Electric will. be from 
bundles which have al~eady been disassembled fo~ individual rod non
destrubtion t~siing (NDT) and ha~e been partially r~-assembied 
(upper tie plate bolted in place - no lock tab washers)·. The pro
~edure for obtaining r6d~ for s~ctioning is presented below: 

k.. Move, bundle containing the rod ( s) .·to be sec ti one d into the 
south stripper. · 

·B. Remove channel and store channel in channel storage rack. 

C. Bring bundle up to its highest elevation by raising stripp~r 
(m~chan~cal stop on stripper limits upward travel so that the 
upper tie plate is approximately 8 feet below.pool wate~ level). 

D •. Unscrew the nuts on the tie rods. 

E. Remove tie plate using tie plate grapple. 

F. Grapple selected rod with the appropriate end plug fuel rod 
·grapple arid.lower the bundle allowing the rod to be removed 
from the bundle. 

G. Tr~nsfer fu~l rod to gas sampling/puncture station and proceed 
with puncturing• 

NOTE: The stripping machine is designed so that the bundle is 
mechanically stopped from rising closer than 8 feet from 
the po61 water surface. When transporting a fuel rod from. 
station to station,care should be exercised so that the 
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top of the fuel rod ~tays.7 feet minimum below the water 
surface; this insures that the top of the fuel stack is a 
minimum of 8 feet below water level. Fuel rod grapples 
. . . . . . .. I . , . 
8._.!'._E'. .. -1.2 _feet'long _so __ that_the top e11d of the .g;r_a:pple _should 
not be al_lowed to extend more than_ .5 f.~et above. the" water 
,~~ _ _v_e_l whet?- _handling a t:u_~l rod. . . . . -···· \ ·. · · ; · ·· ·· 

H • R ~ p 1 a c e ·upper ti· e p 1 ate a: f t·e r a 11 spec i'f i e d r o d s have be en 
removed. Then replace ~he tie ~od nuts, replace the channel, 
and return· the bundle to storage. 

III~ FUEL ROD PUNCTURING 

A. Equipment 

The: ·equipment tis e d for fuel rod puncturing con~ i_sts 'basically 
of a fuel rod dlamp/~caling·~ev~ce, a hardened steel punc
turing pin, a quick-connect fitting for gas bottle hook-up, 
•ppropriate valving ahd manifolding and a hooded vent system 
for containing and disposing of any gases which may have 
leaked past their respective seals. The puncture head is 
lo~ated:approximately 7 f~et below th~ surface of the water. 
Exte~sion to.ots ·are ·u:~ed.. ·to actuate the. valves and puncture 
mechanism. 

··--------------; .. --·-···---· . ..:.. ________ : _____ ------------ --·'- --·- - --

During operation of "the puncturing de~ice, the fµel rod is 
sealed around the area to be punctured (approximately 2 inches 
beiow. the upp~r weld). The gas bottle is connected to the· . 
··g~s manifold· by -a quick~connect automatic seal-off fitting. 
Pribr ·to puncturing,.the manifold is purged w~th air with -the 
purge air released, to the reactor· building ventilat·i.on. system •. · 
After pu~ging, ~he ~alve to the ·gas bottle (previousiy ev~cu
ated) is opened and the puncture pin screwed into the fuel rod. 
The g.~:ses from the fl_lel. rod then flow into the gas bottle. 
~he filled gas bottles will ~hen be shipped to General. Electric 
for analysis. 

\ 

During the p~ncturing operation, a.plastic hood cover~~the 
,. general area of the manifold and is connected to the' vent 

system of the ~ool. Shorild ·any leakage occur during punc
turing any gas~s whi~h escape wil~ be captured by the ~ood 
and transferr~d to the react~r building ventil~tion system.· 

B •. Q..Eerat·ion 

1. Pre~a~ation of Equipment 

ao 

c. 

Lay pool frame out on floor and examine device for 
shipping and/or handl~ng damage. 

Attach air hose_ to top -of plastic box ·( b~ll cover).· 
Secure upper end to :frame. · ·-· ... ______ . 

-- -·- - --·-- -- - - - -- . --·-· --- -·-- ----------·~---

• . i-· -

Close inl~~ and ouilet valves. 

,1 
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d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 
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Place frame in water and bolt to side of pool. 

A tt-ach afr. hose ·from- -fil ter.ed. regulator air. supply • 
to purge inlet line. 

----- ·-· -· -- -- . --....- .. 

:i{t·a:·c·li. air-- h-ose from purge- outlet . to- a water trap 
(preferably dl~ar and.shatter proof) • 
. ::.. -·. - .· . - -· - - ··---·-·--. -· ··--· ·-- --- -· "- - -- - ·• -- .... - -·· - - --· .- -. . 
- .. : ····- .... -'--·-·-· .. .. - --- ···-· -_ . . .. .. . .. ·-. I·· .. --· .. - . -· :. .. ' 
~onnect line from plastic bell cover to water trap. 
Tie water. trap with line to reactor. vent syste~ at 
pool levei. -- · --

Check and minimize le~ks in the mftnifold exhaust 
system. 

NOTE: Insure that enough leakage is pres·ent in water 
level vent system so that duct.ing will not 
collapse.· 

Puncturdng of Fuel Rods 

~he procedure tiutlined below will be followed during the 
I 

puncturing 'of all irradiated fuel rods: 

a. ·with socket tool rotate bell cover out of puncture 
·area and retract (counter-clockwise) puncture pin 
.scre~'to its full out position. 

b~ Grapple Bubject fuel rod and load into ~afety 
thimble. 

c. Raise r6d'into puncture block such that approximately 
2 inches of the clad shows above block. 

d. Tightert rod clamp screw~ 

'e • Tie safety line tb bottom handle of sample bottle' 
(vacuum tank) and lower onto support frame •. ' 

\ 

f. Align quick-connects and hook_ tank in top handle with 
"J" hook. With a ~tandard pol~ pull back quick-connect 
ring onr female. part. using .pun'cture ___ hi.ock:-a.s- ·a. c'ciri-- -- ... -----
venient fulcrum point· and levertank into connection. 
------------------.:--------~----------------··--·- - - -····- -· 

,,: . -··.. .I. . ~-- ·--: . I. 

g. With all valv.es closed, set pressure regulator to, 
"'50..;,60 psig. 

p. In. sequence, open purge air outlet val~e and then open 
purge air inlet valve a~d allow puncture cavity to 
purge for about 5 minutes. 

i. Clbse purge air outlet and pressurize puncture 
cavity and ch~ck fbr leak~ in system. 

... 

.\ 
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j 0 In sequence, close purge air inlet and then open purge 
air outlet and allow puncture cavity to bleed to 
atmospheric pressure. , 

k. Close purge air outlet. 

1. Rotate bell cover over puncture area and open 
I 

vacuum tank valve. 

" . 
m. Puncture rod by advancing puncture ~in s~rew approx-

imately 8-1/2 turns clockwise. Pin has stop so when 
resi~tance is felt, back pin off to return stop. 
Allow gas pressure to equalize for approximately 
5 minutes. Close tank.valve and rotate bell cover 
enough to clear inlet and outlet valves. 

n. In sequence, open purge outlet valve and then purge 
inlet valve and purge system for about 5 minutes. 

o. Close inlet valve,· allow system to bleed to atmos
pheric pressure, and then close purge outlet valve. 

p. Remove gas tank by pulling on safety line in as 
horizontal a direction as possible and releasing 
the catch on the female quick-disconnect as 
described in Step f. 

q. In sequence, grapple rod, open rod clamp, remove 
safety thimble and move fuel rod to shearing station. 

-IV. FUEL ROD SECTIONING AND CASK LOADING 

A. Equipment 

The equipment used for fuel rod shearing consists of a hydrau
lically actuated shear head mounted on a carriage free to travel· 
vertically along the rails of .the support structure. The shear 
head consists basically of two stainless steel plates, each of 
which has 4 matched drilled holes which can accommodate fuel ' . 
rod diameters of up to o.460 inches, 0.500 inches, 0.600 inches 
and 0.700 inches. The lowe~ plate .is_ held stationary by the 
carriage a~d u~pe~ piate pivots about its center thus ofi
setting the 4 she~ring holes· of the upper and lower plates 
during the shearing operation. 

Th~re is a 4 inch long stub tube associated with each hole. 
The stub tube acts as a guide for the fuel rod in the upper 
plate, and the stub tube protruding downward from the lower ' 
shear plate is inserted into the upper end of the thimble 
which catches the fuel rod sha~d. This insures that all fuel 
particles are contained within the thimble throughout the 
shearing operation. 
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·The support structur~ is· mo~nted on the curb of the fuel 
storage pool and is extended into the ~ater'approximately· 
23 feet. During the shearing operation the .fuel

1 
rod is 

held stationary by clamping its grapple ont9 the support 
structure. The rod is guided into the' appropriate ·stub 
tube and the carriage hand-cranked up.to the location of 
the first cut. 

The length of the fuel rod shard is predetermined and is 
marked ·off on the cable which carries the carriage. The 
shard length for Dresden 2 rods will be 40 inches, 38 inches, 
40 ·inches and 41.3 inc~es-(maximum) respectively for the· 
bottom through the top shard. 

' 
All 4 sections of a sheared rod will be c-0ntained in 
1 thimbi~. This thimble plus a maximum of 3 additional 
~himbles. will be iriserted into 1 waste liner (screwed ca~) 
with 5 void spacers. The filled waste liner is placed into 
1 of 4.cavities of the shipping cask basket. When the bas
ket is filled with~ was~e liners, it °is 1-owered intq the 
Model ·700 cask~ . - .. -·-· - ---- -· --- -· - . 

B. Operation 
I 

/ 

1 ., 

r 

Preparation of Equipment 

a. Lay out shear/support assembly on pool-side -deck. 

b. Place carriage in its lowest position (this position 
will allow 8 feet of water over the top fuel pellet 
~hen the equipment is subsequently installed and used 
for fuel rod shearing). 

, c. Crank the carriage towards the top of the support a 
distance of 40~t/4 iridh and mark the cable with water
proof paint at a point where the cable is tangent to 
the wrench. 

d. Repeat Step IV.B.1.c for lengths of 3? inches, 
40 inches and-41 inches (accuracy of measurements 
io be ~1/4)_ At the last carriag~ position, attadh 
the carriage stop c .·the rails so that.the carriage 
cannot ~urther trav~l upwards. This insures that 
the sectioned rod will pot come closer than 8 feet. 
to the surface of the water,. 

·e. Return ~arriage to lowest position and ~lace the 
assembly into the pool. 

2. Shearing 

a. Raise carriage to uppermost position. 
I 

b. Lower thimble holder using "J" hook to·unlock thimble 
holder ~rom its upper position. 
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c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

-h. 

i. 

• - 6 -

Record thimble number and the number of the fuel rod 
which will be flUbsequently sheared into the thimble. 

Place thimble into thimble holder using a "J" hook 
to hook onto thimble bail. 

Raise thimble holder into its full-up position using 
"J" hook~ Insure that holder is locked into the "up" 
position • 

Lower carriage to its lowest position. 

Receive fueL rod fro~ gis sampling station as grappled. 

Actuate shear,so that holes in upper an~ lower plates 
do _!!ot line up. 

Lower~fuel rod into the stub tube over tpe o.600 inch 
hol~ until lower tip of fuel rod rests 6n lower shear 
plate and clamp grapple onto suppo~t. 

j. Open shear. 

k. Raise carriage 40 inches (up to first mark on cable). 

1. Actuate shear {lower 40 inches of rod will drop into 
thimble). 

m. Repeat Steps 2.j thrpugh 2.1 for the remaining 2 cuts 

n. Place waste liner into its housing which is connected 
t~ the shear support stru~ture. 

o. Lower thimble holder as in Step 2.b. 

p. Lower carriage to a posit~on approximately 12 feet 
below w~ter level. 

q. Remove thimble from its holder using "J" hook. 

r. Place thimble into waste liner. 

s. Screw cap -0n waste liner after a maximum of 4 thimbles 
are.pla9ed in waste liner and after 5 void spacers ar~ 

'placed inside the waste liner. 

t. Place full waste liner into cask basket. 

u. Continue the rod shearing operation until all appropriate 
rods have been sheared. 

30?, 7 



". • 7 • 3. Cask Loadi~ 

a. Remove lid from cask. 

b. Rig cask for lowering into pool (18 tons loaded). 

c. Lower cask into pool and allow cask to rest on pool 
floor. 

d. Lower the cask qasket with waste liner (full) into 
cask. 

e. Lower cask lid onto cask; 
I 

f. Hoist cask to water surface and wash external 
surfaces with fresh water (check for contamination). 

g. Move cask to pool side deck. , 

h. Bolt lid in place. 

i. Remove surface c ontamin·a ti on as· req.'.uired. 

J. Hook-up compressed .air line to cask and pressurize 
to remove 4.5 gallons of water (minimum), but not to 
exceed 6 gallons (17 liters/23 liters). 

k~ Pressurize. cask to 7 psig. 

1. Check for leaks by lowering pressurized cask into 
pool and note ~ny bubbles ·(no bubbles are allowed) • 

. ..:: 

m. Releasa pressure, close-off pressurizing valve and 
remove compressed air line from cask. 

n. Place cask on truck and install protective jacket 
on cask. 

o. Secur.e.cask to truck bed. 

V •, MONITORING' PROCEDURES 

All due caution must be taken to avoid possible hazards and insure· 
safe operations during the puncturing and shearing of selected 
irradiated fuel· rods. General radiation protection rules and moni
toring techniques must be observed throughout entire operation; 
however,' s:pecial monitoring precautions must be, tal5-en during the 
.puncturing operation. These monitoring procedures are outlined 
below: 

A. All persons involved in the puncturing and shearing operation 
shall wear the proper protective clothing as specified by . 
radiation protection. The puncturing operation sh~ll be con
ducted .only by personnel using supplied fresh air. and fresh 
air .hoods. All other persorinel ~ot involved shall observe a 
minimum distance (at least 25. feet) from the punctu~ing area. 
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B. The hose venting the pun6turing system hood shall b~ of such 
length as to p~ovide adequate relief (at least 10 feet) from 
the operators before being brought to the surf ace of the fuel 
storage pqol and venting to the reac~or building ventilation. 
T·his hose shall be monitored continuously and notification 
given to ~ealth physics should the activity start to increase. 

C. All mater{al a~d equipment submerged in fuel storage pool shall 
be monitored by rad~ation protection personnel prior. to their 
removal from the pool. 

D. Visible bubbles accidentally expelled from system aiter punc
turing which are not captured by hood shall be monitored by 
CP in order to determine nature and extent of release. 

E. The·entire general area, including the water surface, shall 
be periodi~alli monitored, for ariy ndticeable change. ln beta 
act~vity. Health physics will be notified immediately should 
any change occur. 

VI. SAFETY EVALUATI'ON 

Relative to the saf~ty considerations associated with the puncturing 
and shearing of· the fuel rods, it is our opiniQn that the effect on 
the health and satety of the public is insignificant.. This ~s ba~ed 
on the following. The fuel to be cut up was discharged in' July and 
has been in the fuel pool for about 100 days. In addition this fuel 
ha~ acc~mulated exposure which is equivalent to approximately 3 month~ 

·--" of. operation at varying power levels up to 75% of rated and a load 
factor ~f approxi~gtely ~0%. The number of fission products should 
therefore be small and, because of the long decay time, the oniy 
(ission pr~duct of signi~icance which could .escape from the fuel is 
Krypton-85 and this gas will be, taken off and placed,in bottles during 
the puncturing operation. 

The average fuel rod in a BWR, after an irradiation period of ,3 years· 
at ~550 M~T, ~ould. cofitain about 27 curies of Krypton-85 and, assuming 
'a.peaking factor of 1.5 (peak to· average for fuel rod), a maximum of 
40. 5 .c.uri es could be present. ·considering the mu.ch s·horter irradi a-
t ion time and ·the reduce.ct power level for the rods to be sectioned, 
only a fraction of a curie of Krypton-85 would be available in the 
fuel rod. 'Even if -this were to es9ape the dose effect at the fuel 
pool surface wou~d be small and when ~onsidering the dilution of this 
gas with buildirtg ventilation air the dose at th~ site boundary would. 

. . / ' . 
. be insignificant. During all operations associatect·with the fuel 
cutting; i.e., during fuel moving, puncturing~ sh~aring, cask 19ading~ 
etc., secondary containment will be maintained. In addition, the 
procedures for the movement and loading of the fuel cask, which have 
been discussed with the AEC previouslyi will be followed. 

Based on the above, i~ is our opinion that any malfunctions will not 
lead to doses to the public which are greater thart those analyzed in 
.the FSAR and, in fact, are orders of·magnitude less than these doses. 




